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Boston Strategies International is pleased to announce Dangote Sugar Refineries PLC as the winner of the 2009 Process Industries award for Supply Chain Cost Leadership!

Our firm has conducted an in-depth global supply chain benchmark study in which diverse companies responded from countries as widespread as Australia, Fiji, Germany, India, Italy, Nigeria, Norway, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and the United States.

Dangote won the Supply Chain Cost Leadership in the Process Industries category based on superior performance in Supplier Integration, Transaction Efficiency, and Bottom Line Profitability.

“Dangote Sugar Refinery Plc is proud to win such a prestigious award by Boston Strategies International,” explains Lanre Ogunlade, Overseas Procurement Officer. “This indeed will energize us to always strive for the first position not only in Nigeria, but also in Sub-Saharan Africa, and the world as a whole. We give thanks to all our Suppliers and capable Human Resources who made our activities a success over the year.”

Dangote Sugar Refineries PLC is the sugar division of Dangote Industries Limited. Based in Nigeria, it is the largest sugar refinery in Sub-Saharan Africa and the second largest in the world. It imports raw sugar from Brazil and refines it into Vitamin A, which becomes fortified sugar. Dangote sells fortified sugar to distributors, but also unfortified sugar to large industrial users.

Boston Strategies International (www.bostonstrategies.com) is a global consulting firm that helps market leaders to achieve competitive advantage through supply chain management.

For further information, please contact Camila Paz Soldan of Boston Strategies International at (1) (781) 263-7218 or via e-mail at cpazsoldan@bostonstrategies.com.